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Introdu tion

It all started with a ma hine. In 1936, Turing developed his theoreti al omputational model. He based his model on how he per eived mathemati ians
think. As digital omputers were developed in the 40's and 50's, the Turing
ma hine proved itself as the right theoreti al model for omputation.

Qui kly though we dis overed that the basi Turing ma hine model fails
to a ount for the amount of time or memory needed by a omputer, a
riti al issue today but even more so in those early days of omputing. The
key idea to measure time and spa e as a fun tion of the length of the input
ame in the early 1960's by Hartmanis and Stearns. And thus omputational
omplexity was born.
In the early days of omplexity, resear hers just tried understanding
these new measures and how they related to ea h other. We saw the rst
notion of eÆ ient omputation by using time polynomial in the input size.
This led to omplexity's most important on ept, NP- ompleteness, and its
most fundamental question, whether P = NP.
The work of Cook and Karp in the early 70's showed a large number of
ombinatorial and logi al problems were NP- omplete, i.e., as hard as any
problem omputable in nondeterministi polynomial time. The P = NP
question is equivalent to an eÆ ient solution of any of these problems. In
the thirty years hen e this problem has be ome one of the outstanding open
questions in omputer s ien e and indeed all of mathemati s.
In the 70's we saw the growth of omplexity lasses as resear hers tried
to en ompass di erent models of omputations. One of those models, probabilisti omputation, started with a probabilisti test for primality, led to
probabilisti omplexity lasses and a new kind of intera tive proof system
that itself led to hardness results for approximating ertain NP- omplete
problems. We have also seen strong eviden e that we an remove the randomness from omputations and most re ently a deterministi algorithm for
the original primality problem.
In the 80's we saw the rise of nite models like ir uits that apture
omputation in an inherently di erent way. A new approa h to problems
like P = NP arose from these ir uits and though they have had limited
su ess in separating omplexity lasses, this approa h brought ombinatorial te hniques into the area and led to a mu h better understanding of the
limits of these devi es.
In the 90's we have seen the study of new models of omputation like
quantum omputers and propositional proof systems. Tools from the past
have greatly helped our understanding of these new areas.
One annot in the short spa e of this arti le mention all of the amazing
resear h in omputational omplexity theory. We survey various areas in
omplexity hoosing papers more for their histori al value than ne essarily
the importan e of the results. We hope that this gives an insight into the
ri hness and depth of this still quite young eld.
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Early History

While we an tra e the idea of \eÆ ient algorithms" to the an ient Greeks,
our story starts with the seminal 1965 paper of Hartmanis and Stearns, \On
the Computational Complexity of Algorithms" [HS65℄. This paper laid out
the de nitions of quanti ed time and spa e omplexity on multitape Turing
ma hines and showed the rst results of the form given more time (or spa e)
one an ompute more things.
A multitape Turing ma hine onsists of some xed number of \tapes"
ea h of whi h ontains an in nite number of tape ells. The ontents of
a tape ell omes from a nite set of symbols alled the tape alphabet of
the Turing ma hine. All the tapes initially ontain only a spe ial \blank"
hara ter ex ept for the nite input written at the beginning of the rst
tape. Ea h tape has a tape head sitting on the rst hara ter on ea h tape.
The Turing ma hine also has a nite state memory to ontrol its operations.
In ea h step, it an move ea h tape independently one hara ter left or right,
read and possibly hange the hara ters under ea h head, hange its urrent
state and de ide whether to halt and a ept or reje t the input. Time is
measured by the number of steps before halting as a fun tion of the length of
the input. Spa e is measured as the number of di erent hara ter lo ations
tou hed by the various heads.
The Hartmanis-Stearns paper did not develop in a va uum. Turing [Tur36℄,
of ourse, developed his notion of a omputational devi e ba k in 1936.
This ma hine model did and still does form the basis for most of omputational omplexity. Slightly earlier, Yamada [Yam62℄ studied \real-time
omputable fun tions", Myhill [Myh60℄ looked at linear bounded automata
and Smullyan [Smu61℄ onsidered rudimentary sets. These models looked
at spe i time and spa e-bounded ma hines but did not give a general
approa h to measuring omplexity.
After Hartmanis and Stearns developed the general method for measuring omputational resour es, one an ask how the di erent variations of
Turing ma hines a e t the omplexity of problems. Rabin [Rab63℄ shows
problems solvable faster by two-tape ma hine than by one-tape ma hines.
Hennie and Stearns [HS66℄ show that a 2-tape Turing ma hine an simulate
any onstant tape ma hine taking only a logarithmi fa tor more time.
Hartmanis and Stearns show that given spa e fun tions s1 and s2 with a
\ onstru tibility" ondition and s1 (n) = o(s2 (n)), i.e., s1 (n)=s2 (n) goes to
zero, then there are problems omputable in spa e s2 (n) but not spa e s1 (n).
The Hennie-Stearns result gives the best known time-hierar hy, getting a
separation if t1 (n) log t1 (n) = o(t2 (n)). These proofs use straightforward

diagonalization arguments that go ba k to Cantor [Can74℄.
Nondeterministi omputation allows a Turing ma hine to make a hoi e
of several possible transitions. We say the ma hine a epts if any olle tion
of hoi es leads to an a epting state. Nondeterministi time and spa e
hierar hies are mu h tri kier to prove be ause one annot do straightforward
diagonalization on nondeterministi omputations.
Savit h [Sav70℄ showed that problems omputable in nondeterministi
spa e s(n) are omputable in deterministi spa e s2 (n). In 1972, Ibarra [Iba72℄
using translational te hniques of Ruby and Fis her [RF65℄ used Savit h's
theorem to show that there exist problems omputable in nondeterministi
spa e n but not spa e n for a > b  1. Sixteen years later, Immerman [Imm88℄ and Szelep senyi [Sze88℄ independently showed that nondeterministi spa e is losed under omplement. The Immerman-Szelep senyi
result immediately gives a nondeterministi spa e hierar hy as tight as the
the deterministi hierar hy.
For nondeterministi time, Cook [Coo73℄ uses a more areful translation
argument to show problems omputable in nondeterministi time n but
not time n for a > b  1. Seiferas, Fis her and Meyer [SFM78℄ give the
urrent best known nondeterministi time hierar hy, getting a separation if
t1 (n + 1) = o(t2 (n)).
In 1967, Blum [Blu67℄ had his speed-up theorem: For any omputable
unbounded fun tion r(n) there exists a omputable language L su h that
for any Turing ma hine a epting L in time t(n) there is another Turing
ma hine a epting L in time r(t(n)). This seems to violate the time hierar hy mentioned earlier but one must realize t(n) will not ne essarily be
time- onstru tible.
Blum's speed-up theorem holds not only for time but also for spa e and
any other measure ful lling a small list of axioms, whi h we now all Blum
omplexity measures.
Soon after we saw two other major results that we will state for time but
also hold for all Blum omplexity measures. Independently Borodin [Bor72℄
and Trakhtenbrot [Tra64℄ proved the gap theorem: For any omputable unbounded r(n) there exist a omputable time bound t(n) su h that any language omputable in time t(n) is also omputable in time r(t(n)). M Creight
and Meyer [MM69℄ showed the union theorem: Given any omputably presentable list of omputable time bounds t1 ; t2 ; : : : su h that t +1 > t for all
i then there exist a time bound t su h that a problem is omputable in time
t if and only if it is omputable in time t for some i.
In 1964, Cobham [Cob64℄ noted that the set of problems omputable
in polynomial time remains independent of the parti ular deterministi maa
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hine model. He also showed that many ommon mathemati al fun tions
an be omputed in polynomial time.
In 1965, Edmonds [Edm65b℄ in his paper showing that the mat hing
problem has a polynomial-time algorithm, argues that polynomial-time gives
a good formalization of eÆ ient omputation. He noted the wide range
of problems omputable in polynomial time and as well the fa t that this
lass of problems remains the same under many di erent reasonable models
of omputation. In another paper, Edmonds [Edm65a℄ gave an informal
des ription of nondeterministi polynomial-time. This set the stage for the
P = NP question, the most famous problem in theoreti al omputer s ien e
that we dis uss in Se tion 3.
Several Russians, notably Barzdin and Trakhtenbrot, independently developed several of these notions of omplexity during the sixties though their
work was not known to the West until the seventies.
3

NP- ompleteness

It was in the early 1970's that omplexity theory rst owered, and ame
to play a entral role in omputer s ien e. It did so by fo using on one
fundamental on ept and on the results and ideas stemming from it. This
on ept was NP- ompleteness and it has proved to be one of the most
insightful and fundamental theories in the mathemati s of the last half entury. NP- ompleteness aptures the ombinatorial diÆ ulty of a number of
entral problems whi h resisted eÆ ient solution and provides a method for
proving that a ombinatorial problem is as intra table as any NP problem.
By the late 1960's, a sizable lass of very appli able and signi ant problems whi h resisted polynomial time solution was widely re ognized. These
problems are largely optimization problems su h as the traveling salesman
problem, ertain s heduling problems, or linear programming problems.
They all have a very large number of possible solution where there is no
obvious way to nd an optimal solution other than a brute for e sear h. As
time passed and mu h e ort was expended on attempts at eÆ iently solving
these problems, it began to be suspe ted that there was no su h solution.
However, there was no hard eviden e that this was the ase nor was there
any reason to suspe t that these problems were in any sense diÆ ult for the
same reasons or in the same ways. The theory of NP- ompleteness provided
pre isely this eviden e.
Proving a problem in NP to be NP- omplete tells us that it is as hard
to solve as any other NP problem. Said another way, if there is any NP-

omplete problem that admits an eÆ ient solution then every NP problem
does so. The question of whether every NP problem has an eÆ ient solution
has resisted the e orts of omputer s ientists sin e 1970. It is known as the
P versus NP problem and is among the most entral open problems of
mathemati s. The fa t that a very large number of fundamental problems
have been shown to be NP- omplete and that the problem of proving that
P is not NP has proved to be so diÆ ult has made this problem and the
onne ted theory one of the most elebrated in ontemporary mathemati s.
The P = NP problem is one of the seven Millennium Prize Problems and
solving it brings a $1,000,000 prize from the Clay Mathemati s Institute
[Cla00℄.
Quite surprisingly, one of the earliest dis ussions of a parti ular NPomplete problem and the impli ations of nding an eÆ ient solution ame
from Kurt Godel. In a 1956 letter to von Neumann [Har86, Sip83℄ Godel
asks von Neumann about the omplexity of what is now known to be an
NP- omplete problem on erning proofs in rst-order logi and asks if the
problem an be solved in linear or quadrati time. In fa t, Godel seemed
quite optimisti about nding an eÆ ient solution. He fully realized that
doing so would have signi ant onsequen es.
It is worth noting that in about the same period there was onsiderable
e ort by Russian mathemati ians working on similar ombinatorial problems
trying to prove that brute for e was needed to solve them. Several of these
problems eventually turned out to be NP- omplete as well [Tra64℄.
The existen e of NP- omplete problems was proved independently by
Stephen Cook in the United States and Leonid Levin in the Soviet Union.
Cook, then a graduate student at Harvard, proved that the satis ability problem is NP- omplete [Coo71℄. Levin, a student of Kolmogorov at
Mos ow State University, proved that a variant of the tiling problem is NPomplete [Lev73℄.
Resear hers strove to show other interesting, natural problems NPomplete. Ri hard Karp, in a tremendously in uential paper [Kar72℄, proved
that eight entral ombinatorial problems are all NP- omplete. These problems in luded the the lique problem, the independent set problem, the set
over problem, and the traveling salesman problem, among others.
Karp's paper presented several key methods to prove NP- ompleteness
using redu tions from problems previously shown to be NP- omplete. It set
up a general framework for proving NP- ompleteness results and established
several useful te hniques for su h proofs. In the following years, and ontinuing until today, literally thousands of problems have been shown to be
NP- omplete. A proof of NP- ompleteness has ome to signify the (worst

ase) intra tability of a problem. On e proved NP- omplete, resear hers
turn to other ways of trying to solve the problem, usually using approximation algorithms to give an approximate solution or probabilisti methods to
solve the problem in \most" ases.
Another fundamental step was taken around 1970 by Meyer and Sto kmeyer [MS72℄, [Sto76℄. They de ned the polynomial hierar hy in analogy
with the arithmeti hierar hy of Kleene. This hierar hy is de ned by iterating the notion of polynomial jump, in analogy with the Turing jump
operator. This hierar hy has proven useful in lassifying many hard ombinatorial problems whi h do not lie in NP. It is explored in more detail in
Se tion 4.2.
Of ourse, all problems in the polynomial hierar hy are re ursive and
in fa t very simple problems within the vast expanse of all re ursive sets.
So are there natural problems whi h are re ursive and are not aptured by
the hierar hy? The answers is yes and results in the exploration of several
important larger omplexity lasses whi h ontain the polynomial hierar hy.
One su h lass is PSPACE, those problems whi h an be solved using work
spa e whi h is of polynomial length relative to the length of the problem's
input. Just as with P and NP, the full extent of PSPACE is not known.
PSPACE ontains P and NP. It is not known if either of these on lusions
are proper. Settling these questions would again be signi ant steps forward
in this theory.
The notion of PSPACE- ompleteness is de ned very similarly to NPompleteness, and has been studies alongside the the NP- ompleteness notion. Namely, a problem C is PSPACE- omplete if it is in PSPACE and
if any other PSPACE problem an be redu ed to it in polynomial time. As
is the ase with NP- omplete problems, PSPACE- omplete problems are
quite ommon and often arise quite naturally. Typi al PSPACE- omplete
problems are or arise from generalized games su h as hex or he kers played
on boards of unbounded nite size (see [GJ79℄). Beyond PSPACE lie the
exponential time (EXPTIME) and exponential spa e omplexity lasses.
A small number of natural problems have been shown omplete for these
lasses (see [GJ79℄), and as well EXPTIME is the smallest deterministi
lass whi h has been proved to ontain NP.
4

Stru tural Complexity

By the early 1970's, the de nitions of time and spa e-bounded omplexity
lasses were pre isely established and the import of the lass NP and of NP-

omplete problems realized. At this point e ort turned to understanding
the relationships between omplexity lasses and the properties of problems
within the prin ipal lasses. In parti ular, attention was fo used on NPomplete problems and their properties and on the stru ture of omplexity
lasses between LOGSPACE and PSPACE. We brie y survey some of
these studies here.
4.1

The Isomorphism Conje ture

In the mid-70's, building on earlier work on Godel numberings [HB75, Har82℄
and in analogy with the well-known result of Myhill from omputability
theory [Myh55℄, Berman and Hartmanis [BH77, HB78℄ formulated their isomorphism onje ture. The onje ture stated that all NP- omplete sets are
P-isomorphi (that is, isomorphi via polynomial time omputable and invertible isomorphisms). This onje ture served as a springboard for the
further study of the stru ture of NP- omplete sets. As eviden e for their
onje ture, Berman and Hartmanis and others [MY85, KMR87℄ were able to
give simple, easily he kable properties of NP- omplete sets whi h implied
they were isomorphi . Using these, they proved that all of the known NPomplete sets were in fa t P-isomorphi . This onje ture remains an open
question today. A positive resolution of the onje ture would imply that P
is not equal to NP. Mu h e ort was fo used on proving the onverse, that
assuming P is not NP then the isomorphism onje ture holds. This remains
an open question today.
As the number of known NP- omplete problems grew during the 1970's,
the stru ture and properties of these problems began to be examined. While
very disparate, the NP- omplete sets have ertain ommon properties. For
example, they are all rather dense sets. Density of a set is measured here
simply in the sense of how many string of a given length are in the set. So
(assuming a binary en oding of a set) there are 2 di erent strings of length
n. We say that set S is sparse if there is a polynomial p(n) whi h bounds
the number of strings in S of length n, for every n. It is dense otherwise.
All known NP- omplete sets are dense.
One onsequen e of the isomorphism onje ture is that no NP- omplete
set an be sparse. As with the isomorphism onje ture, this onsequen e implies that P is not NP and so it is unlikely that a proof of this onsequen e
will soon be forth oming. Berman and Hartmanis also onje tured that if
P in not equal to NP there are no sparse NP- omplete sets. This onje ture was settled aÆrmatively by the famous result of Mahaney [Mah82℄.
Mahaney's elegant proof used several new ounting te hniques and had a
n

lasting impa t on work in stru tural omplexity theory.
4.2

The Polynomial Hierar hy

While numerous hard de ision problems have been proved NP- omplete,
a small number are outside NP and have es aped this lassi ation. An
extended lassi ation, the polynomial time hierar hy (PH), was provided
by Meyer and Sto kmeyer [Sto76℄. They de ned the hierar hy, a olle tion
of lasses between P and PSPACE, in analogy with Kleene's arithmeti
hierar hy.
The polynomial time hierar hy (PH) onsists of an in nite sequen e of
lasses within PSPACE. The bottom (0 ) level of the hierar hy is just the
lass P. The rst level is the lass NP. The se ond level are all problems
in NP relative to an NP ora le, et . Iterating this idea to all nite levels
yields the full hierar hy.
If P=PSPACE then the whole PH ollapses to the lass P. However,
quite the opposite is believed to be the ase, namely that the PH is stri t
in the sense that ea h level of the hierar hy is a proper subset of the next
level. While every lass in the PH is ontained in PSPACE, the onverse
is not true if the hierar hy is stri t. In this ase, PSPACE ontains many
problems not in the PH and in fa t has a very omplex stru ture (see, for
example, [AS89℄).
th

4.3

Alternation

Another unifying and important thread of results whi h also originated during the 1970's was the work on alternation initiated out by Kozen, Chandra
and Sto kmeyer [CKS81℄. The idea behind alternation is to lassify ombinatorial problems using an alternating Turing ma hine, a generalization of
a nondeterministi Turing ma hine. Intuitively a nondeterministi Turing
ma hine an be thought of as having an existential a eptan e riterion.
That is, an input to the TM is a epted if there exists a omputation path
of the ma hine whi h results in a eptan e. Similarly, we ould onsider a
universal a eptan e riterion whereby a nondeterministi ma hine a epts
of all omputation paths lead to a eptan e. Restri ting ourselves to polynomial length alternation, we see that NP an be hara terized as those
problems a epted by nondeterministi TM running in polynomial time using the existential a eptan e riterion. Similarly, the universal a eptan e
riterion with the same type of ma hines de nes the lass o-NP onsisting
of problems whose omplements are in NP. Furthermore, we an iterate

these two a eptan e methods, for example asking that there exist an path
of a TM su h that for all paths extending that path there exists an extension of that path whi h a epts. This idea gives a ma hine implementation
of the notion of alternations of universal and existential quanti ers. It is
not hard to see that nitely many alternations results in the nite levels of
the polynomial time hierar hy and that alternating polynomial time is the
same thing as PSPACE. Other relationship between time and spa e lasses
de ned using alternation an be found in [CKS81℄, for example, alternating
log spa e = P and alternating PSPACE = EXPTIME.
4.4

Logspa e

To this point all the omplexity lasses we have onsidered ontain the lass
P of polynomial time omputable problems. For some interesting problems
it is useful to onsider lasses within P and parti ularly the seemingly smaller
spa e lasses of deterministi log spa e, denoted L, and nondeterministi log
spa e, denoted NL. These lasses provide a measure with whi h to distinguish between some interesting problems within P, and present interesting
issues in their own right.
At rst glan e logarithmi spa e is a problemati notion at best. An
input of length n takes n squares by itself, so how an a omputation on su h
an input take only log n spa e? The answer lies in hanging our omputation
model slightly to only ount the spa e taken by the omputation and not the
spa e of the input. Formally, this is done by onsidering an \o -line Turing
ma hine." This is a (deterministi or nondeterministi ) Turing ma hine
whose input is written on a spe ial read-only input tape. Computation is
arried out on read-write work tapes whi h are initially blank. The spa e
omplexity of the omputation is then taken to be the amount of spa e
used on the work tapes. So in parti ular this spa e an be less than n, the
length of the input to the omputation. We de ne logspa e, L, to be the
lass of languages de ided by deterministi Turing ma hines whi h use at
most O(log n) tape squares. Similarly, NL is de ned using nondeterministi
Turing ma hines with the same spa e bound.
It is straightforward to he k that L  NL  P, and these three lasses
are thought to be distin t. There are a number of nontrivial problems solvable in L (for example see [LZ77℄) as well as problems known to be in NL
whi h are not believed to be in L (for example see [Sav73, Jon75℄ ). Numerous problems in P are thought to lie outside of L or NL. For example,
one su h problem is the ir uit value problem, the problem of determining
the value of a Boolean ir uit, given inputs to the ir uit. The ir uit value

problem is one of many problems in P whi h is known to be P omplete.
These are problems in P whi h are proved to be omplete with respe t
to log-spa e bounded redu tions, redu tions de ned analogously to polynomial time bounded redu tion in the previous se tion. Proving a P- omplete
problem is in L would imply that L = P.
4.5

Ora les

Ora le results play a unique role in omplexity theory. They are metamathemati al results delineating the limitations of proof te hniques and
indi ating what results might be possible to a hieve and whi h are likely
beyond our urrent rea h. Ora le results on ern relativized omputations.
We say that a omputation is arried out \relative to an ora le set O" if the
omputation has a ess to the answers to membership queries of O. That is,
the omputation an query the ora le O about whether or not a string x is
in O. The omputation obtains the answer (in one step) and pro eeds with
the omputation, whi h may depend on the answer to the ora le query.
The rst, and still most fundamental ora le results in omplexity were
arried out by Baker, Gill and Solovay [BGS75℄. They proved that there is
an ora le rea tive to whi h P=NP and another ora le relative to whi h P
and NP di er.
What do these results say about the P vs NP question? They say little
about the a tual answer to this question. The existen e of an ora le making
a statement S true is simply a kind of onsisten y result about S. It says
that the statement is true in one parti ular model or \world" (that is, the
ora le set itself). As su h, we an on lude that a proof of the negation of
S will not itself relativize to any ora le. Thus, as many proof methods do
relativize to every ora le, an ora le result provides a limitation to the possible
methods used to prove S and hen e are eviden e that the result is, in this
sense, hard. Ora le results have been most useful in delineating theorems
whi h are diÆ ult to prove (i.e., those whi h do no relativize), from those
whi h might more likely be settled by well-understood, relativizing proof
te hniques. In parti ular, the Baker, Gill and Solovay results on erning P
and NP question indi ate that a proof will be diÆ ult to ome by, as has
indeed been the ase.
Sin e 1978 numerous other ora le results have been proved. Te hniques
used to a hieve these results have be ome quite sophisti ated and strong. For
instan e, Fenner, Fortnow and Kurtz [FFK94℄ gave a relativized world where
the isomorphism onje ture holds where Kurtz, Mahaney and Royer [KMR89℄
had showed that it fails relative to most ora les. They were the ulmination

of a long series of partial results addressing this question.
There are a few results in omplexity that do not relativize, mostly
relating to intera tive proof systems (see Se tion 6.1) but these tend to be
the ex eption and not the rule.
5

Counting Classes

Another way to study NP omputations is to ask how many omputations
paths in the omputation lead to a eptan e. For example, onsider the satis ability problem. Given an instan e of this problem, that is a propositional
formula, instead of asking if the formula has a solution (a truth assignment
making the formula true), ask how many su h assignments there are. In
1979, Valiant [Val79℄ de ned the omplexity lass #P as the lass of fun tions omputing the number of a epting paths of a nondeterministi Turing
ma hine. Every #P fun tion is omputable in polynomial spa e. Valiant
used this lass to apture the omplexity of the ounting version of satis ability as well as other interesting problems su h as omputing the permanent
fun tion.
Counting omplexity has sin e played an important role in omputational omplexity theory and theoreti al omputer s ien e. The te hniques
used in ounting omplexity have signi ant appli ations in ir uit omplexity and in the series of re ent results on intera tive proof systems. (See
the next se tion.) The two most important ounting fun tion lasses are
#P, des ribed above, and GapP. GapP onsists of the lass of fun tions
whi h ompute the di eren e between the number of a epting paths and
the number of reje ting paths of a nondeterministi Turing ma hine. For
example, the fun tion whi h tells, for any propositional formula, omputes
the di eren e of the number of a epting and reje ting truth assignments is
in the lass GapP.
Perhaps the two most important re ent results in ounting omplexity
are Toda's theorem [Tod91℄ and the losure theorem of Beigel, Reingold and
Spielman's [BRS95℄. Toda's theorem asserts that one an redu e any language in the polynomial-time hierar hy to a polynomial time omputation
whi h uses a #P fun tion as an ora le. Hen e, that in terms of omplexity,
hard fun tions in #P lie above any problem in the polynomial time hierar hy. In 1994, Beigel, Reingold and Spielman [BRS95℄ proved that PP is
losed under union. This result solved a longstanding open problem in this
area, rst posed by Gill in 1977 [Gil77℄ in the initial paper on probabilisti
lasses. It implies that PP is also losed under interse tion Those interested

in further exploring ounting lasses and the power of ounting in omplexity
theory should onsult the papers of S honing [S h90℄ and Fortnow [For97℄.
6

Probabilisti

Complexity

In 1977, Solovay and Strassen [SS77℄ gave a new kind of algorithm for testing
whether a number is prime. Their algorithm ipped oins to help sear h for
a ounterexample to primality. They argued that if the number was not
prime then with very high on den e a ounterexample ould be found.
This algorithm suggested that we should revise our notion of \eÆ ient
omputation". Perhaps we should now equate the eÆ iently omputable
problems with the lass of problems solve in probabilisti polynomial time.
A whole new area of omplexity theory was developed to help understand
the power of probabilisti omputation.
Gill [Gil77℄ de ned the lass BPP to apture this new notion. Adleman
and Manders [AM77℄ de ned the lass R that represented the set of problems with one-sided randomness{the ma hine only a epts if the instan e
is guaranteed to be in the language. The Solovay-Strassen algorithm puts
ompositeness in R.
Babai introdu ed the on ept of a \Las Vegas" probabilisti algorithm
that always gives the orre t answer and runs in expe ted polynomial time.
This lass ZPP is equivalent to those problems with both positive and
negative instan es in R. Adleman and Huang [AH87℄ building on work of
Goldwasser and Kilian [GK99℄ show that primality is in R and thus ZPP.
Very re ently, Agrawal, Kayal and Saxena [AKS02℄ gave a deterministi
polynomial-time algorithm for primality. If this result was known in the 70's,
perhaps the study of probabilisti algorithms would not have progressed as
qui kly.
In 1983, Sipser [Sip83℄ showed that BPP is ontained in the polynomialtime hierar hy. Ga s (see [Sip83℄) improves this result to show BPP is in
the se ond level of the hierar hy and Lautemann [Lau83℄ gives a simple proof
of this fa t.
One an also onsider probabilisti spa e lasses. Aleliunas, Karp, Lipton, Lovasz and Ra ko [AKL+ 79℄ show that undire ted graph onne tivity
an be omputed in one-sided randomized logarithmi spa e, a lass alled
RL. Similarly one an de ne the lasses BPL and ZPL. Borodin, Cook,
Dymond, Ruzzo and Tompa [BCD+ 89℄ showed that undire ted graph nononne tivity also sits in RL and thus ZPL. Nisan and Ta-Shma [NT95℄
showed that the onne tivity question redu ed dire tly to the non onne tiv-

ity question.
6.1

Intera tive Proof Systems

One an think of the lass NP as a proof system: An arbitrarily powerful
prover gives a proof that say a formula is satis able. One an generalize this notion of proof system by allowing probabilisti veri ation of the
proof. This yields the omplexity lass MA. One an also onsider intera tion where the veri er sends messages based on her random oins. The
bounded round version of this lass is AM and the unbounded round version
is IP. The in redible power of these intera tive proof systems has led to
several of the most surprising and important re ent results in omputational
omplexity theory.
Babai [Bab85℄ de ned intera tive proof systems to help lassify some
group questions. An alternative intera tive proof system was de ned by
Goldwasser, Mi ali and Ra ko [GMR89℄ as a basis for the ryptographi
lass zero-knowledge. Zero-knowledge proof systems have themselves played
a major role in ryptography.
The two models di ered on whether the prover ould see the veri er's
random oins, but Goldwasser and Sipser [GS89℄ showed the two models
equivalent. Babai and Moran [BM88℄ showed that any bounded-round proto ol needs only one question from the veri er followed by a response from
the prover. Furer, Goldrei h, Mansour, Sipser and Za hos [FGM+ 89℄ showed
that one an assume that for positive instan es the prover an su eed with
no error.
Goldrei h, Mi ali and Wigderson [GMW91℄ show that the set of pairs
of nonisomorphi graphs has a bounded-round intera tive proof system.
Boppana, Hastad and Za hos [BHZ87℄ show that if the omplement of
any NP- omplete language has bounded-round intera tive proofs than the
polynomial-time hierar hy ollapses. This remains the best eviden e that
the graph isomorphism problem is probably not NP- omplete.
In 1990, Lund, Fortnow, Karlo and Nisan [LFKN92℄ showed that the
omplements of NP- omplete languages have unbounded round intera tive proof systems. Shamir [Sha92℄ qui kly extended their te hniques to
show that every language in PSPACE has intera tive proof system. Feldman [Fel86℄ had earlier shown that every language with intera tive proofs
lies in PSPACE.
Intera tive proofs are notable in that in general proofs on erning them
do not relativize, that is they are not true relative to every ora le. The
lassi ation of intera tive proofs turned out not to be the end of the story

but only the beginning of a revolution onne ting omplexity theory with
approximation algorithms. For the ontinuation of this story we turn to
probabilisti ally he kable proofs.
6.2

Probabilisti ally Che kable Proofs

In 1988, Ben-Or, Goldwasser, Kilian and Wigderson [BGKW88℄ developed
the multiprover intera tive proof system. This model has multiple provers
who annot ommuni ate with ea h other or see the onversations ea h
has with the veri er. This model allows the veri er to play one prover o
another.
Fortnow, Rompel and Sipser [FRS94℄ show this model is equivalent to
probabilisti ally he kable proofs, where the prover writes down a possibly
exponentially long proof that the veri er spot he ks in probabilisti polynomial time. They also show that every language a epted by these proof
systems lie in NEXP, nondeterministi exponential time.
In 1990, Babai, Fortnow and Lund [BFL91℄ show the surprising onverse{
that every language in NEXP has probabilisti ally he kable proofs. Babai,
Fortnow, Levin and Szegedy [BFLS91℄ s ale this proof down to develop
\holographi " proofs for NP where, with a properly en oded input, the
veri er an he k the orre tness of the proof in very short amount of time.
Feige, Goldwasser, Lovasz, Safra and Szegedy [FGL+ 96℄ made an amazing onne tion between probabilisti ally he kable proofs and the lique
problem. By viewing possible proofs as nodes of a graph, they showed
that one annot approximate the size of a lique well without unexpe ted
ollapses in omplexity lasses.
In 1992, Arora, Lund, Motwani, Sudan and Szegedy [ALM+ 98℄ building
on work of Arora and Safra [AS98℄ showed that every language in NP has
a probabilisti ally he kable proof where the veri er uses only a logarithmi
number of random oins and a onstant number of queries to the proof.
The Arora et. al. result has tremendous impli ations for the lass MAXSNP
of approximation problems. This lass developed by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [PY91℄ has many interesting omplete problems su h as max- ut,
vertex over, independent set, traveling salesman on an arbitrary metri
spa e and maximizing the number of satis able lauses of a formula.
Arora et. al. show that, unless P = NP, every MAXSNP- omplete
set does not have a polynomial-time approximation s heme. For ea h of
these problems there is some onstant Æ > 1 su h that they annot be
approximated within a fa tor of Æ unless P = NP.
Sin e these initial works on probabilisti ally he kable proofs, we have

seen a large number of outstanding papers improving the proof systems and
getting stronger hardness of approximation results. Hastad [Has97℄ gets
tight results for some approximation problems. Arora [Aro98℄ after failing
to a hieve lower bounds for traveling salesman in the plane, has developed
a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for this and related problems.
A series of results due to Cai, Condon, Lipton, Lapidot, Shamir, Feige
and Lovasz [CCL92, CCL90, CCL91, Fei91, LS91, FL92℄ have modi ed the
proto ol of Babai, Fortnow and Lund [BFL91℄ to show that every language
in NEXP has a two-prover, one-round proof systems with an exponentially
small error. This problem remained so elusive be ause running these proof
systems in parallel does not have the expe ted error redu tion [FRS94℄. In
1995, Raz [Raz98℄ showed that the error does go done exponentially when
these proofs systems are run in parallel.
6.3

Derandomization

If you generate a random number on a omputer, you do not get a truly
random value, but a pseudorandom number omputed by some ompli ated
fun tion on some small, hopefully random seed. In pra ti e this usually
works well so perhaps in theory the same might be true. Many of the ex iting
results in omplexity theory in the 1980's and 90's onsider this question of
derandomization{how to redu e or eliminate the number of truly random
bits to simulate probabilisti algorithms.
The rst approa h to this problem ame from ryptography. Blum and
Mi ali [BM84℄ rst to show how to reate randomness from ryptographi ally hard fun tions. Yao [Yao90℄ showed how to redu e the number of
random bits of any algorithm based on any ryptographi ally se ure oneway permutation. Hastad, Impagliazzo, Levin and Luby [HILL99℄ building
on te hniques of Goldrei h and Levin [GL89℄ and Goldrei h, Kraw zyk and
Luby [GKL93℄ show that one an get pseudorandomness from any one-way
fun tion.
Nisan and Wigderson [NW94℄ take a di erent approa h. They show
how to get pseudorandomness based on a language hard against nonuniform
omputation. Impagliazzo and Wigderson [IW97℄ building on this result and
Babai, Fortnow, Nisan and Wigderson [BFNW93℄ show that BPP equals P
if there exists a language in exponential time that annot be omputed by
any subexponential ir uit.
For derandomization of spa e we have several un onditional results.
Nisan [Nis92℄ gives general tools for derandomizing spa e-bounded omputation. Among the appli ations, he gets a O(log2 n) spa e onstru tion for

universal traversal sequen es for undire ted graphs.
Saks and Zhou [SZ99℄ show that every probabilisti logarithmi spa e
algorithm an be simulated in O(log3 2 n) deterministi spa e. Armoni,
Ta-Shma, Wigderson and Zhou [ATWZ97℄ building on work of Nisan, Szemeredi, and Wigderson [NSW92℄ show that one an solve undire ted graph
onne tivity in O(log4 3 n) spa e.
=

=
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Des riptive Complexity

Many of the fundamental on epts and methods of omplexity theory have
their genesis in mathemati al logi , and in omputability theory in parti ular. This in ludes the ideas of redu tions, omplete problems, hierar hies
and logi al de nability. It is a well-understood prin iple of mathemati al
logi that the more omplex a problem's logi al de nition (for example, in
terms of quanti er alternation) the more diÆ ult its solvability. Des riptive
omplexity aims to measure the omputational omplexity of a problem in
terms of the omplexity of the logi al language needed to de ne it. As is
often the ase in omplexity theory, the issues here be ome more subtle and
the measure of the logi al omplexity of a problem more intri ate than in
omputability theory. Des riptive omplexity has its beginnings in the resear h of Jones, Selman, Fagin [JS74, Fag73, Fag74℄ and others in the early
1970's. More re ently des riptive omplexity has had signi ant appli ations
to database theory and to omputer-aided veri ation.
The ground breaking theorem of this area is due to Fagin [Fag73℄. It
provided the rst major impetus for the study of des riptive omplexity.
Fagin's Theorem gives a logi al hara terization of the lass NP. It states
that NP is exa tly the lass of problems de nable by existential se ond
order Boolean formulas. This result, and others that follow, show that
natural omplexity lasses have an intrinsi logi al omplexity.
To get a feel for this important idea, onsider the NP- omplete problem of 3 olorability of a graph. Fagin's theorem says there is a se ond
order existential formula whi h holds for exa tly those graphs whi h are
3- olorable. This formula an be written as (9A; B; C )(8v)[(A(v) _ B (v) _
C (v )) ^ (8w)(E (v; w) ! :(A(v ) ^ A(w)) ^:(B (v ) ^ B (w)) ^:(C (v ) ^ C (w )))℄:
Intuitively this formula states that every vertex is olored by one of three
olors A, B, or C and no two adja ent verti es have the same olor. A
graph, onsidered as a nite model, satis es this formula if and only if it is
3- olorable.
Fagin's theorem was the rst in a long line of results whi h prove that

omplexity lasses an be given logi al hara terizations, often very simply and elegantly. Notable among these is the theorem of Immerman and
Vardi [Imm82, Var82℄ whi h aptures the omplexity of polynomial time.
Their theorem states that the lass of problems de nable in rst order logi
with the addition of the least xed point operator is exa tly the omplexity
lass P. Logspa e an be hara terized along these same lines, but using the
transitive losure (TC) operator rather than least xed point. That is, nondeterministi logspa e is the lass of problems de nable in rst order logi
with the addition of TC (see Immerman [Imm88℄). And if one repla es rst
order logi with TC with se ond order logi with TC the result is PSPACE
(see Immerman [Imm83℄). Other, analogous results in this eld go on to
hara terize various ir uit and parallel omplexity lasses, the polynomial
time hierar hy, and other spa e lasses, and even yield results on erning
ounting lasses.
The intuition provided by looking at omplexity theory in this way has
proved insightful and powerful. In fa t, one proof of the famous ImmermanSzelep senyi Theorem [Imm88, Sze88℄ (that by Immerman) ame from these
logi al onsiderations. This theorem say that any nondeterministi spa e
lass whi h ontains logspa e is losed under omplement. An immediate
onsequen e is that the ontext sensitive languages are losed under omplement, answering a question whi h had been open for about 25 years.
To this point we have onsidered several of the most fully developed and
fundamental areas of omplexity theory. We now survey a few of the more
entral topi s in the eld dealing with other models of omputation and
their omplexity theory. These in lude ir uit omplexity, ommuni ation
omplexity and proof omplexity.
8
8.1

Finite Models
Cir uit Complexity

The properties and onstru tion of eÆ ient Boolean ir uits are of pra ti al
importan e as they are the building blo k of omputers. Cir uit omplexity
studies bounds on the size and depth of ir uits whi h ompute a given
Boolean fun tions. Aside from their pra ti al value, su h bounds are losely
tied to important questions about Turing ma hine omputations.
Boolean ir uits are dire ted a y li graphs whose internal nodes (or
\gates") are Boolean fun tions, most often the \standard" Boolean fun tions, and, or and not. In a ir uit, the nodes of in-degree 0 are alled input
nodes and labeled with input variables. The nodes with out-degree 0 are

alled output nodes. The value of the ir uit is omputed in the natural way
by giving values to the input variables, applying the gates to these values,
and omputing the output values.
The size; s(C ), of a ir uit C is the number of gates it ontains. The
depth; d(C ), of a ir uit C is the length of the longest path from an input
to an output node.
A ir uit with n inputs an be thought of as a re ognizer of a set of
strings of length n, namely those whi h result in the ir uit evaluating to
1. In order to onsider ir uits as re ognizing an in nite set of strings, we
onsider ir uit families whi h are in nite olle tions of ir uits, C , one for
ea h input length. In this way a ir uit family an re ognize a language just
as a Turing ma hine an.
A ir uit family is a nonuniform model, the fun tion taking n to C may
not be omputable. A nonuniform ir uit family an re ognize non omputable sets. We an measure the size and depth of ir uit families using
asymptoti notation. So, for example, we say that a ir uit family has polynomial size if s(C ) is O(p(n)), for some polynomial p(n). Any language in
P has polynomial size ir uits. That is, it is re ognized by a ir uit family
whi h has polynomial size. And so proving that some NP problem does not
have polynomial size ir uits would imply that P 6= NP. Largely be ause of
many su h impli ations for omplexity lasses, onsiderable e ort has been
devoted to proving ir uit lower bounds. However, to this point this e ort
has met with limited su ess.
In an early paper, Shannon [Sha49℄ showed that most Boolean fun tions
require exponential size ir uits. This proof was non onstru tive and proving
bounds on parti ular fun tions is more diÆ ult. In fa t, no non-linear lower
bound is known for the ir uit size of a on rete fun tion.
To get more positive results one needs to restri t the ir uit families
being onsidered. This an be done by requiring some uniformity in the
fun tion mapping n to C , or it an be done by restri ting the size or depth
of the ir uits themselves. For example, the lass AC0 onsists of those
languages re ognized by uniform, onstant depth, polynomial size ir uits
with and, or and not gates whi h allow unbounded fan-in. One early and
fundamental results, due to Furst, Saxe and Sipser [FFS88℄ and Ajtai [Ajt83℄
is that the parity fun tion is not in AC0 , and in fa t requires exponential
size AC0 -type ir uits [Yao90℄. This immediately implies that AC0 di ers
from the lass ACC of languages whi h have ir uit families made from
AC0 ir uits with the addition of M od gates, with m xed for the ir uit
family. It also an be shown to imply the existen e of an ora le separating
the polynomial hierar hy from PSPACE.
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It is also known that the lasses ACC(p) are all distin t, where only
gates are allowed, for p a prime. This was shown by Smolensky
[Smo87℄ and Razborov [Raz98℄. ACC itself has resisted all lower bound
te hniques and in fa t it is not even know to be properly ontained in NP.
Razborov [Raz85b℄ showed that lique does not have small monotone
ir uits, i.e., just AND and OR gates without negations. However, this result
says more about the limitations of monotone ir uits as Razborov [Raz85a℄
showed that the mat hing problem, known to be in P, also does not have
small monotone ir uit.
M odp

8.2

Communi ation Complexity

Mu h of modern omputer s ien e deals with the speed and eÆ ien y at
whi h digital ommuni ation an take pla e. Communi ation omplexity is
an attempt to model the eÆ ien y and intrinsi omplexity of ommuni ation between omputers. It studies problems whi h model typi al ommuniation needs of omputations and attempts to determine the bounds on the
amount of ommuni ation between pro essors that these problems require.
The basi question of ommuni ation omplexity is, how mu h information do two parties need to ex hange in order to arry out a omputation?
We assume both parties have unlimited omputational power.
For example, onsider the ase where both parties have n input bits and
they want to determine if there is a position i  n where the two bits in
position i mat h. It is not hard to see that the ommuni ation omplexity
of this problem is n, as the n bits are independent and in the worst ase, all
n bits of one party have to be transmitted to the other.
Now onsider the problem of omputing the parity of a string of bits
where 1/2 of the bits are given to party 1 and the other half to party 2. In
this ase, party 1 need only ompute the parity of her bits and send this
parity to party 2 who an then ompute the parity of the whole bit string.
So in this ase the ommuni ation omplexity is a single bit.
Communi ation omplexity has provided upper and lower bounds for the
omplexity of many fundamental ommuni ation problems. It has lari ed
the role whi h ommuni ation plays in distributed and parallel omputation
as well as in the performan e of VLSI ir uits. It also applies and has had
an impa t on the study of intera tive proto ols. For a good survey of the
major results in this eld, onsult Nisan and Kushelevitz [KN96℄.

8.3

Proof Complexity

The lass NP an be hara terized as those problems whi h have short, easily veri ed membership proofs. Dual to NP- omplete problems, like SAT,
are o NP- omplete problems, su h as TAUT (the olle tion of propositional tautologies). TAUT is not known to have short, easily veri ed
membership proofs, and in fa t if it did then NP = o NP (see Cook
and Re khow [CR73℄). Proof omplexity studies the lengths of proofs in
propositional logi and the onne tions between propositional proofs and
omputational omplexity theory, ir uit omplexity and automated theorem proving. In the last de ade there have been signi ant advan es in lower
bounds for propositional proof omplexity as well as in the study of new and
interesting proof systems.
Cook and Re khow [CR73℄ were the rst to make the notion of a propositional proof system pre ise. They realized that to do this they needed to
spe ify exa tly what a proof is and to give a general format for presenting
and eÆ iently verifying a proof p. They de ned a propositional proof system S to be a polynomial-time omputable predi ate, R, su h that for all
propositional formulas, F, F 2 T AU T () 9p S (F; p): The omplexity of
S is then de ned to be the smallest fun tion f : N ! N whi h bounds
the lengths of the proofs of S as a fun tion of the lengths of the tautologies
being proved. EÆ ient proof systems, those with omplexity bounded by
some polynomial, are alled polynomial-bounded proof systems.
Several natural proof systems have been de ned and their omplexity
and relationship explored. Among the most studied are Frege and extendedFrege Proof systems [Urq87℄ and [KP89℄, refutation systems, most notably
resolution [Rob65℄ and ir uit based proof systems [Ajt83℄ and [Bus87℄. We
brie y dis uss the omplexity of resolution systems here, but see Beame and
Pitassi [BP98℄ for a ni e overview of results on erning these other proof
systems.
Resolution proof systems are the most well-studied model. Resolution is
a very restri ted proof system and so has provided the setting for the rst
lower bound proofs. Resolution proof systems are refutation systems where a
statement D is proved by assuming its negation and deriving a ontradi tion
from this negation. In a resolution proof system there is a single rule of
inferen e, resolution, whi h is a form of ut. In its propositional form it say
that is F _ x and G _ :x are true then F _ G follows. A restri ted form of
resolution, alled regular resolution, was proved to have a superpolynomial
lower bound by Tseitin [Tse68℄ on ertain tautologies representing graph
properties. The rst superpolynomial lower bound for general resolution was

a hieved by Haken [Has89℄ who in 1985 proved an exponential lower bound
for the pigeonhole prin iple. Sin e then several other lasses of tautologies
have been shown to require superpolynomial long resolution proofs.
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Quantum Computing

The mark of a good s ienti eld is its ability to adapt to new ideas and
new te hnologies. Computational omplexity rea hes this ideal. As we have
developed new ideas of probabilisti and parallel omputation, the omplexity ommunity has not thrown out the previous resear h, rather they have
modi ed the existing models to t these new ideas and have shown how to
onne t the power of probabilisti and parallel omputation to our already
ri h theory. Most re ently omplexity theorists have begun to analyze the
omputational power of ma hines based on quantum me hani s.
In 1982, Ri hard Feynman [Fey82℄, the physi ist, noted that urrent
omputer te hnology ould not eÆ iently simulate quantum systems. He
suggested the possibility that omputers built on quantum me hani s might
be able to perform this task. David Deut h [Deu85℄ in 1985 developed a
theoreti al omputation model based on quantum me hani s and suggested
that su h a model ould eÆ iently ompute problems not omputable by a
traditional omputer.
Two quantum algorithms have re eived quite a bit of noti e: Shor's [Sho97℄
pro edure for fa toring integers in polynomial time on a quantum omputer
andpGrover's [Gro96℄ te hnique for sear hing a database of n elements in
O ( n) time.
We know surprisingly little about the omputational omplexity of quantum omputing. Bernstein and Vazirani [BV97℄ give a formal de nition of
the lass BQP of language eÆ iently omputable by quantum omputers.
They show the surprising robustness of BQP whi h remains uns athed under variations of the model su h as restri ting to a small set of rational
amplitudes, allowing quantum subroutines and a single measurement at the
end of the omputation.
Bernstein and Vazirani show that BQP is ontained in PSPACE. Adleman, DeMarrais and Huang [ADH97℄ show that BQP is ontained in the
ounting lass PP. Bennett, Bernstein, Brassard and Vazirani [BBBV97℄
give a relativized world where NP is not ontained in BQP. We do not
know any nonrelativized onsequen es of NP in BQP or if BQP lies in the
polynomial-time hierar hy.
What about quantum variations of NP and intera tive proof systems?

Fenner, Green, Homer and Pruim [FGHP99℄ onsider the lass onsisting
of the languages L su h that for some polynomial-time quantum Turing
ma hine, x is in L when M (x) a epts with positive probability. They show
the equivalen e of this lass to the ounting lass o C= P.
Watrous [Wat99℄ shows that every language in PSPACE has a boundedround quantum intera tive proof system. Kitaev and Watrous [KW00℄ show
that every quantum intera tive proof system has an equivalent boundedround proof system and every su h language sits in deterministi exponential
time.
We have seen quite a bit of progress on quantum de ision tree omplexity.
In this model we ount the number of queries made to a bla k-box database
of size n. Quantum queries an be made in superposition.
Deuts h and Jousza [DJ92℄ gave an early example of a simple fun tion
that an be solved with one query quantumly but requires (n) queries
deterministi ally or probabilisti ally with no error. Bernstein and Vazirani [BV97℄ give the rst example of a problem that an be solved with
polynomial number of queries quantumly but requires a superpolynomial
number of queries probabilisti ally with bounded error. Simon [Sim97℄ gives
another example with an exponential gap. Brassard and Hyer [BH97℄ gave
a zero-error quantum algorithms for Simon's problem. Shor's fa toring algorithm [Sho97℄ an be viewed as an extension of Simon's problem that nds
the period in a periodi bla k-box fun tion.
All of these examples require a promise, i.e., restri ting the allowable
inputs to be tested. Fortnow and Rogers [FR99℄ and Beals, Buhrman, Cleve,
Mos a and de Wolf [BBC+ 98℄ show that a promise is ne essary to get a
superpolynomial separation.
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Future Dire tions

Despite the plethora of ex iting results in omputational omplexity over the
past forty years, true omplexity lass separations have remained beyond our
grasp. Ta kling these problems, espe ially showing a separation of P and
NP, is our greatest hallenge for the future.
How will someone prove that P and NP di er? As of this writing, we
have no serious te hniques that ould help separate these lasses. What
kind of future ideas ould lead us to answer this diÆ ult question? Some
possibilities:
 A unexpe ted onne tion to other areas of mathemati s su h as algebrai geometry or higher ohomology. Perhaps even an area of math-

emati s not yet developed. Perhaps someone will develop a whole
new dire tion for mathemati s in order to handle the P versus NP
question.
 New te hniques to prover lower bounds for ir uits, bran hing programs and/or proof systems in models strong enough to give omplexity lass separations.
 A new hara terization of P or NP that makes separation more tra table.
 A lever twist on old-fashioned diagonalization, still the only te hniques that has given any lower bounds on omplexity lasses.
Complexity theory will progress in areas beyond lass separation. Still,
quite a few interesting questions remain in many areas, even basi questions
in quantum omputational omplexity remain. Complexity theorists will
ontinue to forge new ground and nd new and ex iting results in these
dire tions.
As with probabilisti , parallel and quantum omplexity, new models of
omputation will be developed. Computational omplexity theorists will
be right on top of these developments leading the way to understand the
inherent eÆ ient omputational power of these models.
We have seen many books and popular news stories about the other
\ omplexity", omplex systems that o ur in many aspe ts of so iety and nature su h as nan ial markets, the internet, biologi al systems, the weather
and debatably even physi al systems. This theory suggests that su h systems have a very simple set of rules that when ombined produ e quite a
omplex behavior. Computer programs exhibit a very similar behavior. We
will see omputational omplexity te hniques used to help understand the
eÆ ien y of the omplex behavior of these systems.
Finally, omputational omplexity will ontinue to have the Big Surprise.
No one an predi t the next big surprise but it will happen as it always does.
Let us end this survey with a quote from Juris Hartmanis' notebook
(see [Har81℄) in his entry dated De ember 31, 1962
This was a good year.

This was a good forty years and omplexity theory is only getting started.
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Further Reading

There have been several arti les on various aspe ts of the history of omplexity theory, many of whi h we have used as sour e material for this arti le.
We give a small sampling of pointers here:
 [Har81℄ Juris Hartmanis reminis es on the beginnings of omplexity
theory.
 [Tra84℄ Boris Trakhtenbrot des ribes the development of NP- ompleteness
from the Russian perspe tive.
 [Sip92℄ Mi hael Sipser gives a histori al a ount of the P versus NP
question in luding a opy and translation of Godel's histori letter to
von Neumann.
 [GJ79℄ Mi hael Garey and David Johnson give a \terminologi al history" of NP- ompleteness and a very readable a ount of the basi
theory of NP- ompleteness.
 The olle tion of papers edited by Ho hbaum [Ho 95℄ is a good overview
of progress made in approximating solutions to NP-hard problems.
 Consult the book by Greenlaw, Hoover and Ruzzo [RGR95℄ to learn
more of omplexity theory within P and for many more P- omplete
problems.
 The Turing award le tures of Cook [Coo83℄, Karp [Kar86℄, Hartmanis [Har94℄ and Stearns [Ste94℄ give interesting insights into the early
days of omputational omplexity.
 The textbook of Homer and Selman [HS00℄ ontains a areful development of the de nitions and basi on epts of omplexity theory, and
proofs of many entral fa ts in this eld.
 The omplexity olumns of SIGACT news and the Bulletin of the
EATCS have had a number of ex ellent surveys on many of the areas
des ribed in this arti le.
 The two olle tions Complexity Theory Retrospe tive [Sel88℄ and Complexity Theory Retrospe tive II [HS97℄ ontain some ex ellent re ent
surveys of several of the topi s mentioned here.
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